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I should be elected as the Deputy President because I see things from a wide 
perspective and can consider the impact when others may focus on details. I am 
also very organised, and can stay calm in tricky situations. A good example is that 
the weeks before my dissertation was due, I had to go on two pre-booked holidays 

(flight to America and my grandad’s 80th Birthday, so I couldn’t really cancel) but I 
finished my dissertation in time, wrapped up third year and got a first. This shows 
that I have my focus firmly on completing the tasks that I am given and will not give 
up. 

 
The rest of the Officer team are leaders by nature, whereas I am necessarily not, 
and this is why becoming the Deputy President would be the perfect learning curve 
for me. My different personality would balance the team of natural leaders and I will 

bring the focus back on the key issues when others may only focus on things that 
they are passionate about. I am presentable and always look the part, and even 
though I might not be the most confident, I am real and relatable. I am also always 
in time. This is why should be elected as the Deputy President. 
 

 

FVC are asked to CONSIDER 
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Hi, I’m Kirran and I’m the VP for Business. I want to be your Deputy President 
because the role will provide an opportunity to enhance my time as an officer; 
making me a better representative. I’m quite an ambitious person naturally, as you’ll 

see when it comes to campaigning ideas such as a complete overhaul of the 
personal tutoring system. This makes me ready to take on extra responsibility and 
ultimately lead the wider exec. committee if needed. Throughout my term, 
regardless of who becomes your next Deputy President, I will support the campaign 

and faculty reps in everything that they do; and help out however I can. Whether you 
want to lobby for LGBT+ lanyards across campus; make bathroom signs more 
inclusive; or create a sense of community within your faculty, I will champion and 
support the issues that matter to both you, and the people that you represent.  
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